Toolkit for teachers, youth workers
& Health professionals.
The Lowry & Salford Young Carers Partnership Project

INTRODUCTION
What is it & who is it for? How to use this resource
An educational resource containing three
films and supporting case studies and
discussion points, which can be used to
raise awareness by and with teachers,
health professionals, youth workers and
young people. It contains self-directed
questionnaires to help young people
identify whether they are a carer, and
activity sheets to use with groups.

Why is this important?
70% of young carers are hidden. Research
indicates that being a young carer can
seriously affect education, life opportunities,
health and wellbeing. Therefore, it is vital
that we all take responsibility for being
proactive in the identification of young
people who may be carers.
Everyone can make a difference by being
aware of the needs of young carers,
referring potential carers and knowing
where to signpost young people for
additional support.

The first section contains information
about what a young carer is along with
questionnaires for professionals and
young people. Professionals can use the
questionnaire to self-identify any gaps in
knowledge or understanding. The young
carers quiz will help young people to
identify whether they might be a carer.

70 % of young
carers are
hidden.

There are three films each with related
case studies, discussion points and task
sheets. These are designed to be flexible
dependant on the needs of the user. The
films can be used individually and each has
a series of lesson plans and related tasks
aimed at enabling a deeper exploration
and understanding of the key issues.
Click on the links to navigate to each
section or page. Session plans, activity
sheets and case studies are designed to
print off as handouts. Click on the films to
play directly from this resource or copy the
web links to play online.
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FACILITATOR’S SECTION
General Overview
This toolkit is designed to not only raise
awareness of the issues surrounding
young carers with young people but also
to challenge your understanding and
knowledge.

developing your own. You know the group
you will be working with better than anyone.
Following the sessions should you need to
seek further support for a young person
please click here for information.

When using the toolkit please feel free to
tailor the resources to the needs of your
group, however, we do make the following
suggestions:

If you work in a school and wish to look
at a whole school approach to young
carers please visit either The Carers Trust
or Children’s Society’s websites and look
at the new national award “Young Carers
in School” (If you are in Salford please
contact the Young Carers Service via
salfordyoungcares.org)

1. The film How Young is Young is used
with year 6 and below
2. The film We are not Different We Just
Do Different Things is used with year 6
and above
3. The Film Invisible or Ignored is for use
with Health & Social Care students in
high schools, colleges and universities.

We hope you enjoy using these resources
and would appreciate any feedback you
may have which will enable us to develop
the site further. Like the partnership
between The Lowry and Salford Young
Carers we see it as a long term venture
which we hope will continue to develop.

The session plans are there for your guidance,
you can use them all, part of them or look at
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Almost Ready to Go
Before you run any awareness sessions
please complete the following
questionnaire honestly. On average three
pupils in every class will have caring
responsibilities at some level or other. In
every school of 1,000 pupils there will be a
minimum of 80 pupils as carers, over 8% of
a school roll.
It is in both the schools and local
community’s interest to identify and
support young carers as:
1.

5% of young carers miss school because
of caring responsibilities which affects
their education and long term futures.

2.

As a group they have significantly lower
educational attainment than their peers,
the equivalent of nine grades lower
overall. (i.e. 9 Bs become 9 Cs etc).

3.

25% are bullied in school solely because
of their caring role.

4.

After the age of 16 they are more likely
not to be in education, employment or
training (NEET).

5.

20% of young carers become NEET when
they leave school.

6.

50% say they experience difficulties
when they move to college and 16% face
having to drop out.

7.

Less than 50% felt they had good careers
advice and 16% felt such advice never
takes into account their caring role.

8.

75% of young adult carers who got to
college or university told people they
were carers but felt there was still no one
there to recognise and support them as
carers.

Being a carer has a serious impact on
a young person’s education and life
opportunities and therefore has a long term
effect on their wellbeing, physical and mental
and ability to make a positive contribution to
the communities they live in. There are young
people who use education as their escape,
100% attendance and a list of A*s and A/Bs
but the majority struggle, and we all have a
responsibility to raise awareness, indentify the
70% of young carers who are hidden and to
help them to have the same life opportunities
as their peers.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

2.

What is the definition of a young carer?

5.

What is the name of the school nurse and how can you
contact them?

6.

Has your workplace a Young Carers or Carers Policy?

7.

Have you read and understood it?

8.

How can you find out how many young carers there are in
each of your classes or attend your youth project?

If a young carer came to you for support what would
you do?

3.

Does your school/youth project have a link person for
young carers?

4.

Who is responsible for young carers on the
management team of your School/youth project?
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9.

Don’t worry if you struggled with some of the questions;
most people do when asked to look at issues relating to
caring. However when you have done the sessions with
young people try again you may be surprised in how much
you have leant as well.

How many young carers do you know in your school or
organisation?

10.

What would make you concerned that a young person may
be a carer?

11.

What can the school/youth project do to support young
carers?

12.

How many staff do you think have caring roles at home?
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YOUNG CARERS QUIZ

For young people, facilitators, and anyone else who wants to test their knowledge
1.

How many young carers are there in the UK?

7.

Most young carers do not want to go to college or
university?
True			 False

2.

3.

4.

How many are getting support?

8.

What percentage of known young carers, nationally, care for
someone with a mental health condition?

9.

What percentage of known young carers, in Salford, care for
someone with a mental health condition?

10.

What percentage of young carers are bullied simply because
they are helping or caring for someone?

11.

Is this any different in Salford?

How many young carers do you think there are in Salford?

Young carers are aged 8 to 17?
True			 False

5.

Young carers do better at school than their peers?
True			 False

6.

Teachers know who the young carers are in their classes?

Yes			 No

True			 False
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12.

What is the percentage of young carers in Salford who
ignore their own health issues to look after another person?

13.

What percentage of young carers in Salford had feelings of
stress / depression during 2014?

14.

What percentage of young carers, average age 15, are
carrying out high or very high level caring (personal care)?

15.

Do you know any carers?
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ANSWERS
1.

A BBC survey in 2010 estimated there was in the region of
700,000 carers aged 17 and under. In 2015 it is believed
that number to be closer to 1 million.

2.

Only about 30% which means 70%, or possible 700,000
have no support and are un-recognised as a carer.

3.

Estimates vary from the last census between 2,500 and
3,000.

4.

False - if you live in a situation where caring is needed you
might have a role, you might have no choice. Caring is not
an 8th Birthday present. Locally and nationally children
aged 5 are receiving support as carers.

5.

False - Young carers don’t do as well as their peers
at GCSEs due to caring pressures. However, a small
percentage do very well as they use education to escape
from caring.

6.

False - 42% nationally, 43% locally say no one at school
knows or recognises them as a carer.

7.

Over 80% want to go but sometimes choice is limited
because of continuing caring roles and lack of support at
university.
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8.

Both locally and nationally the figure is around 30% for
the main reason why young people care for someone.

9.

In Salford, about another 15% care for someone with
a mental illness as a secondary reason. In some cases
mental health also involves either alcohol or drug misuse.

10.

26%

11.

35% for being a carer but 76% had been bullied in total.

12.

46%

13.

75%

14.

66%

15.

No - Are you sure? There are nearly 7 million unpaid
family carers in Britain, 60% of all adults will be a carer at
some point in their lives - that includes your school staff!!
Over 8% of young people are carers, almost three in
every class, 80 in every school of 1,000 pupils. So are you
still sure you don’t know any carers?

WHAT IS A YOUNG CARER?
Definition

Types of Caring

A young carer is a child or young people
aged 17 and under who carry out
significant caring tasks and assumes a level
of responsibility for another person which
would normally be taken by an adult.

A young person may do one or more of any
of the following types of caring, which can
have a huge impact on their lives. They have
to undertake these tasks because of someone
else’s illness or disability, not just to help out
or because they have been asked to carry out
a chore. The caring tasks may be viewed as
inappropriate and usually carried out by an
adult or paid Health Care professional.

The caring role they undertake has a major
impact on their lives, taking into account
their age and family circumstances.

Reasons for Caring

•

An illness or disability stops a person caring
for themselves.
•

Disability (Physical, Learning Difficulties,
Sensory)

•

Illness (Serious, long term or terminal)

•

Substance misuse (Drugs, Alcohol)

•

Mental wellbeing

Domestic (cleaning, cooking, washingup, washing clothes, ironing, shopping,
looking after siblings alone, taking
siblings to school, paying bills, repairs/
gardening)

•

Emotional (motivating, keeping safe,
spending time with, keeping company,
making feel wanted/needed)

•

Personal (all aspects of dressing,
washing, toileting, feeding, other tasks
such as hair brushing, make up, shaving
etc)
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General facts
• Average age 12½
• Male/Female Ratio 40/60
• They can care for: mums, dads, brothers,
grandparents, and in some cases other
family members/friends
•

Young carers are unpaid, they care as
family members and receive no payment
at all the role

Being a young carer is nothing to
be ashamed of, embarrassed about
or scared of. It doesn’t make your
parents’ bad parents’ it just means
they need help and support.
If you think you are a carer, stand up
be proud — you are special.

HOW YOUNG IS YOUNG?
Recommended for Year 6 and below.
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ACTIVITY ONE
Activity 1: Film related questions
Watch the film and answer the following questions. After the film discuss the answers and feedback to the whole group.
1.

What jobs does Jack do at home? Name three.

2.

What are the differences between Ellie’s home and Jack’s
home?

3.

9.

Does your school/youth project have a link person for
young carers?

4.

Why is Jack late for school?

5.

How could the teacher be different with Jack?

6.

How could Jack help the teacher?

7.

What does Jack have to do on the way home from school
and why?

8.

Compare Jack’s evening to Ellie’s. What does Jack do
after school? What is Ellie’s teatime and bedtime like?
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How does Ellie / the girl in class help Jack?

10.

What is a young carer?

11.

Do you think there are any young carers in your school?

12.

How could you help someone who might be a young
carer?

CASE STUDIES
Case Study One

Discussion points
1.

Who else will know her mother is ill and what should they
have done differently to make sure both she and Sally had
support?

2.

Will the school have known Sally’s mother was ill? Should
they?

Sally does not know what is wrong with her mother as no one will
tell her, just that she is very ill.

3.

Do you think it is acceptable for Sally to be doing the level
of caring she is? If not, what is the alternative?

She can’t stay behind at school for “After School Clubs” and has
few friends where she lives. Often she is late for school as she
needs to make sure her mother is ok, and sometimes will be
dressed in scruffy/dirty clothes as her mother has been too ill to do
the washing. The other pupils in class notice this and start to bully
her both for her appearance and because she needs to look after
her mother.

4.

What do you think of the behaviour of her class mates?

Sally is aged six, she lives alone with her mother who is very ill and
Sally is the only person who cares for her.
She has to help her mother with the cleaning and cooking and has
to make sure her mother takes her medication as she often forgets
and when she does she is in a lot of pain.

One day she refuses to go to school.
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Case Study Two

Discussion points

Max is eight and he lives with his mother, father and sister. His dad
is profoundly deaf and his sister has a serious learning disability.
His mother works full time to support the family and she is often
very tired when she returns home from work.

1.

Who else could Max possible talk to about what is
happening to him?

2.

What do you think about someone being bullied like this?

Max is a clever young man who is very good at sign language. He
will often have to interpret for his father when his mother is not
around. He also has to manage his sister’s behaviour and look
out for her having possible fits as his father cannot hear what is
happening.

3.

Should the family be getting other support? What could
be different?

4.

Do you think young carers learn extra skills to the rest of us?

Max’s father gets very frustrated by it all as he feels he should be
looking after his son and daughter and not the other way around.
Because of this, he can have angry outbursts.
Max is getting remorselessly bullied at school because of his
sister’s disabilities. He does not feel he can tell his father as it might
really upset him and he will not tell his mother as he feels sorry for
her as she is always tired.
Max has no friends and is a very lonely young person.
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Case Study Three

Discussion points

George is eight-years-old he lives on his own with his mother as his
father died five years ago; he can just about remember his father
and misses him very much. He is frightened that he will lose his
mother. His mother has serious mental health problems coupled
with the fact she misuses alcohol and has been using Cannabis
and other drugs for a long time. She has had opportunities and
the support to stop but never has. George’s mother keeps him off
school to look after her; if she feels depressed or suicidal she will
not do anything if he is at home. She tells the school George is
ill and George will lie for her as he does not want her to get into
trouble or to be taken away from her.
As his school attendance has fallen to below 50% Social Workers
are now involved.
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1.

Is there a need for George to be a carer or is his mother
forcing him to be one?

2.

Do you feel his mother is a very ill person or an ill person
who is also a poor parent?

3.

What should the Social Workers do and why?

4.

What does the future look like for George?

ACTIVITIES TWO & THREE
Activitiy 2 : Still Image

Activity 3: Role Play

As a group read through the case studies.
In small groups give each group one case
study and ask them to share ideas around
the discussion points. Ask each group to
share their ideas with the rest of the class.

Next the small groups will bring their
images to life.

In pairs ask them to create a still image of a
young carer.
Still images – these are frozen pictures
of a scene or a moment in time. Like
a photograph is being taken of that
one moment. There are no words or
movements.
In groups of 4-6 ask them to create one still
image from the case study.
Next create three still images of the same
case study, showing the story of that young
carer. When linking images together it may
be helpful for a facilitator to give the cue;
“image 1, image 2, image 3”

Create and perform the original scenario
taken from the case studies, highlighting
the problem or challenge. Share some or all
of these with the rest of the group.
Ask the same groups to create a scene
showing how the young carer might be
helped or help themselves. Share some or
all of these scenes with the whole group.
Development – Thought Tracking or Inner
Monologue.
At any point the facilitator (or the group)
can freeze the action by saying ‘Pause’ or
‘Freeze’ to ask the characters what they
are thinking or feeling inside. The action
continues when the facilitator says ‘Play’.
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ACTIVITY FOUR
Activity 4: Characters & Hot-seating
Ask the pupils to each create a character
who is a young carer. They can make notes
or just imagine this, but they will need to
remember their character. Ask them to think
about the following:

Set up a ‘Hot Seat’ facing the audience.
The audience take turns to interview the
character being hot-seated. The aim is to
find out more about this character and
how they feel. The facilitator will need to
introduce each character and establish turn
taking of questions and characters.

1.

How old are they?

2.

What is their name?

Hot-seating can be done as a whole group
or in smaller groups.

3.

What do they like doing? Hobbies?

Development

4.

Who do they live with?

5.

Who do they care for?

Break into groups of 4-6. Choose one
character whose story could be developed.
In groups, devise a short scene showing a
day in the life of this young carer.

6.

Are they the sole carer?

7.

What responsibilities do they have?

8.

How does caring affect them?

9.

What do they want to be/do when
they leave school?

Show back to the rest of the group and
discuss.
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WE’RE NOT DIFFERENT, WE JUST
DO DIFFERENT THINGS
Recommended for Year 6 and above
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ACTIVITY ONE
Activity Sheet 1: Film related questions
Watch the film and answer the following questions. After the film discuss the answers and feedback to the whole group.
1.

2.
3.

What jobs and responsibilities do Josh, Lizzie and Ashley
have?

9.
10.

What is a young carer?

11.

Do you think there are young carers in your school?

12.

How might you be able to help someone who is a young
carer?

13.

Who might a young carer be able to speak to for support?

What shows that mum cares about her children?
How does being a young carer affect the three children?
(at school, emotionally, relationships, physically?)

4.

What do each of the children do to help them cope?

5.

How could Joshua and his teacher have handled their
conversation differently?

6.

Why does Josh worry when he arrives home from school?

7.

What do you think might be wrong with mum?

8.

Are the family friends they meet in the park helpful?
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Are they supported by their peers?

CASE STUDIES
Discussion points

Case Study One
Ashley is 15-years-old and lives on her own with her mother. Her
mother is an alcoholic and Ashley knows this is an illness and not
out of choice but she still gets angry with her Mother who has tried
and failed to stop a few times.
Ashley never knows what she will wake up to or return home to.
Has mum been drinking? Is the house a mess? Is mum asleep or
drunk? Has she been sick; will Ashley have to clean her up again?
Ashley remembers all of this and she tries everything to be
supportive as she loves her mum, she has even taken over
managing the money as she can make sure the bills are paid and
the shopping gets done. She has no friends as she is frightened
that others will find out about her mother and laugh at her. She is
struggling at school as she finds it hard to concentrate as she is
worrying about her mother all the time.
Ashley loves her mother, but is starting to get angry with her life.
She does not know if her mother loves her and is very sad and
lonely.
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1.

Do you think being a carer is affecting Ashley’s own
health? If yes, in what way?

2.

Do young carers have the right to be angry? Does this
make them less of a carer?

3.

How will being a carer affect Ashley’s future?

4.

What support should be available for her?

Discussion points

Case Study Two
Gareth is 13 and lives with his mother and two younger brothers. His
mother has a mental health condition called Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder (OCD) and for her it means she is obsessively tidy and
clean and likes everything in exactly the right place. This is very hard
to achieve when Gareth’s two young brothers are aged seven & nine.
When his mother is ill, she will spend days cleaning and tiring
herself out, she also runs the risk of hurting herself by her endless
use of bleach damaging her hands. She sometimes get very
frustrated and sometimes angry with her sons if things are out of
place.
Gareth has never known life to be different, his father left when he
was seven because he could not put up with it any more so since
then he has been the main carer in the house.
When his mother is ill, Gareth gets his brothers up and ready for
school. He then takes them and picks them up when school has
finished, as well as doing the shopping and cooking.
He gets to school late, often fails to do homework and gets into
trouble but he will not talk to anyone about it as he is scared they
will take him and his brothers away from his mother.
His class teacher has noticed he is getting stressed easily and looks
very depressed most of the time.
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1.

What should Gareth’s class teacher do?

2.

Should the primary school Gareth’s brothers go to notice
anything?

3.

What support does Gareth need?

4.

Will his long term health and prospects be affected?

Case Study Three

Discussion points

Stella is 13-years-old and she lives on her own with her mother
who has Multiple Sclerosis. This is a physical disability caused by
Neurological problems which affects mobility, balance, tiredness,
vision and nerve spasms. Stella’s mother has it very bad and needs
support in getting from place to place and with her personal care such
as washing, going to the toilet and dressing.
Her mother has a carer who comes to help get her up in the mornings
and at night will sometimes shower her before she gets her to bed.
But this is an issue for both Stella and her mother as the carer never
comes when mum wants to get up or go to bed and she would like
daily showers not every three days. They have been told that Stella’s
mother cannot have an improved care support package.
As well as doing the shopping, cleaning and cooking, Stella also has
to help her mother go to the toilet if the carer is not due, and will help
mum in and out of bed when she wants rather than just when the
carer is there. She also helps her mother shower in the wet room every
night if the carer is not coming.
They don’t blame the carer but are really annoyed they cannot get any
more help.
Although the school know her mother is disabled no one has ever
talked to her about it or asked if she needs any support.
She has one really good friend that she can talk to but that’s it and she
is now getting very tired and has a bad back herself from all the lifting.
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1.

Do you think it is appropriate for Stella to be caring for
her mother in this way?

2.

What should the government / local council be doing to
support Stella and her mother?

3.

Should the school be more active in seeing if Stella is ok
and in need off support?

4.

Do you know any one that is disabled? What sort of
support do you think they need?

Discussion points

Case Study Four
Helen is aged 15 and loves Irish dancing but has no time to really
do it, or go out with friends or in fact to do anything that does not
involve her family.
She has a 6-year-old sister who is physically disabled. She has very
poor mobility, needing to use two walking sticks on a good day,
but the rest of the time needs a wheelchair.
Helen has taken on the role of her sister’s main carer, helping
her dress, wash and making sure she gets her breakfast before
going to school and her tea in the evenings. She loves her sister
and loves caring for her, but is starting to get angry about it all as
she has no life of her own and is beginning to see how being her
sisters’ carer has affected her friendships and her school work and
she is scared she will fail all her exams.
She also lives with her mother and father and is always told they
love her and they always say thank you for what she does. Although
she loves them, she is beginning to hate the situation. She has to
care for her sister as her mother is addicted to prescription drugs
and Cannabis, and her father spends all his time smoking Cannabis
and has severe depression and suicidal feelings. They are no help
at all in caring for her sister but she knows if she tells anyone they
might take her sister away.
As well as caring for her sister, she needs to keep all the
medication and sharp knives locked up, and manages the money
to make sure there is enough for food and bills.
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1.

How does being a carer affect your education and future?

2.

If her sister is disabled, who else will know and should
they be doing anything about her care and support for
Helen?

3.

Three If you were a Social Worker and you visited the
family what would you be thinking?

4.

If you were Helen what would you do about friends?
Would you invite them around to your house or do you
think you would lose them?

ACTIVITIES TWO & THREE
Activity 2: Still Images
In small groups read through one case
study and ask them to share ideas around
the discussion points. Ask each group to
share their ideas with the rest of the class.
Each group could look at a different case
study.
In pairs ask them to create a still image of a
young carer.
Still images – these are frozen pictures
of a scene or a moment in time. Like
a photograph is being taken of that
one moment. There are no words or
movements.
In groups of 4-6 ask them to create one still
image from the case study.
Next create three still images of the same
case study, showing the story of that young
carer. When linking images together it may
be helpful for a facilitator to give the cue;
“image 1, image 2, image 3”

Activity 3: Role Play
Next the small groups will bring their
images to life.
Create and perform the original scenario
taken from the case studies, highlighting
the problem or challenge. Share some or all
of these with the rest of the group.
Ask the same groups to create a scene
showing how the young carer might be
helped or help themselves. Share some or
all of these scenes with the whole group.
Development – Thought Tracking or Inner
Monologue
At any point the facilitator (or the group)
can freeze the action by saying ‘Pause’ or
‘Freeze’ to ask the characters what they
are thinking or feeling inside. The action
continues when the facilitator says ‘Play’.
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ACTIVITY FOUR
Activity 4: Characters & Hot-seating
Ask the pupils to each create a character
who is a young carer. They can make notes
or just imagine this, but they will need to
remember their character. Ask them to think
about the following:

1.

How old are they?

Set up a ‘Hot Seat’ facing the audience.
The audience take turns to interview the
character being hot-seated. The aim is to
find out more about this character and
how they feel. The facilitator will need to
introduce each character and establish turn
taking of questions and characters.

2.

What is their name?

Hot-seating can be done as a whole group
or in smaller groups.

3.

What do they like doing? Hobbies?

Development

4.

Who do they live with?

5.

Who do they care for?

6.

Are they the sole carer?

7.

What responsibilities do they have?

8.

How does caring affect them?

9.

What do they want to be/do when
they leave school?

Break into groups of 4-6. Choose one
character whose story could be developed.
In groups, devise a short scene showing a
day in the life of this young carer.
Show back to the rest of the group and
discuss.
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INVISIBLE OR IGNORED?

Recommended for Schools, Colleges and future health professionals.
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ACTIVITY ONE
Activity Sheet 1: Film related questions
Watch the film and answer the following questions. After the film discuss the answers and feedback to the whole group.
1.

Should a system be put in place that raises awareness of
young carers with GPs and informs them which of their
patients are young carers?

2.

Should there be a responsibility on GPs and other health
professionals to be proactive in the recognition of carers
of all ages?

3.

Do you think the health needs of young carers are
ignored by the lack of recognition of the caring they do
by health professionals?

4.

If we expect them to act as adults in their role as carers
at home, why do we treat them as children in all other
aspects of their caring roles?

5.

Does the attitude of health professionals to young people
have a negative effect on the health of young carers?
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6.

In order to make sure the most appropriate care is being
offered to people within the community should young
carers who are living alone with the person they care for,
or are the main carer in a household be exempt from
issues of confidentiality relating to age and Doctor/Patient
confidentiality?

7.

Will the present system contribute to the carers of
today becoming the cared for of the future and the
deterioration of the physical and mental wellbeing of
young carers

CASE STUDIES
Case Study One

Discussion points

Jeremy is 14-years-old and has had to care for his mother since the
age of six. He lives with his mother and two older siblings but they
say they cannot help with the caring as they have to go to work and
college. Jeremy feels his education does not matter.
He cares for his mother as she has severe Arthritis which affects all
the joints in her arms and legs, making mobility and lifting/carrying
very difficult and painful. He also has to help his mum dress,
especially when it is cold, which makes her Arthritis worse.
To help, he does all the shopping, most of the cleaning and also
has to make sure his mother takes her medication as she will forget.
One of the issues Jeremy faces as a carer is his own health.
Because of his age his mother has to attend the doctor’s or any
hospital appointments he has, yet due to his mother’s condition
she can quite often be too ill to go with him so his own health
suffers. Also, he would like to discuss in private how his mental
wellbeing is suffering as he prepares for GCSEs and still has the
pressure as a carer but has been told his mother must attend
with him. He does not want his mum to know if he is struggling to
balance school and caring, so has not made an appointment. Now
his work is suffering and he is getting frustrated and depressed
about the situation.
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1.

Is there anywhere else, or anyone else, Jeremy could get
help from?

2.

Should the GP be aware of the situation as he also treats
Jeremy’s mother?

3.

Is it right that his two older siblings can avoid helping?
Would Jeremy’s life be better if the whole family
supported mother?

4.

Is there anything the school can do to help?

Case Study Two

Discussion points

Joel is 16 and cares for his father who has Auto Immune Disease;
this is when your body’s immune system attacks healthy cells
in your body by mistake. Symptoms are fatigue, muscle aches,
fever and inflammation, which can cause redness, heat, pain and
swelling.

1.

Who is responsible for explaining the situation to Joel?

2.

Are there alternatives to Joel missing college?

3.

Does the family need support and if so, what?

His dad’s illness leads to flare-ups, and severe swelling of joints
which stop him doing any personal care or domestic tasks. Joel’s
mother is the main carer but can get very tired so Joel helps out
often, always putting his father in front of other activities.

4.

Do you have any empathy with Joel and the situation he is
in?

He will miss college to help his mother take his father to hospital
appointments, and keep an eye on his dad when his mother needs
to do other things.
He loves his dad a great deal but he does not understand what’s
the matter with him, nor what the future is for his father, will he die
because of the illness? He gets very worried and upset.
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Case Study Three

Discussion points

Gwendolyn is 12 and cares for her mother, who has depression,
and her brother who has a learning disability, Autism and ADHD. A
lot of the time she finds herself balancing the emotional needs of
her mother and the constant attention that her brother needs. She
has very little time for her own studies or hobbies.

1.

Is the Pharmacist right?

2.

Does the Pharmacist have a responsibility towards
Gwendolyn and her situation? Should they be seeking
help for her?

Because of her depression, her mother hardly ever leaves the
house so it is up to Gwendolyn to collect the medication from the
Pharmacist. However ,due to her age, the Pharmacist will not allow
her to do this, which often means both her brother and her mother
will run out of medication. This leads to deterioration in their
conditions and an increase in the caring pressure on Gwendolyn.
She has taken a note to the Pharmacy and tried to explain the
situation but they will not change their minds.

3.

Is there any other way the situation could be handled?

4.

What support should school be providing to Gwendolyn
to help her to fill her full potential?

Gwendolyn can only resolve the situation by trying to get her
father, who left them three years ago, to collect the prescriptions
but he is not always happy to do so.
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Case Study Four

Discussion points

Bella lives with her mother and father. She is 14. Her mother works
and has to do shifts. Both Bella and her mother care for Bella’s
father who has severe Bronchitis, has to use Oxygen tanks, has a
complex heart condition and also suffers from mobility/balance
problems. When Bella is the main carer for her father she will not
only be emotionally supporting him, but will also help him up and
down the stairs if needed so he can get to the toilet, will help him
dress and sometimes wash.

1.

Are the medical staff right to involve Bella in the
discussions about her father’s care?

2.

What should be the legal age for collecting medication
and should allowances be made for young carers?

3.

How would a Pharmacist know which young person was a
young carer?

Sometimes when her mother is working she will go with her
father to his appointments at the doctors or the hospital. They all
recognise her as a carer and allow her to sit in the discussions with
her father so she knows what is happening, what is wrong with
her father and how best to care for him. They also give her the
prescriptions to take to the Pharmacy, although the Pharmacy does
not allow her to collect the medication.

4.

Should all young carers be treated the same or is there a
difference between who you care for, if you care on your
own and the reason why you have to care for a person?
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ACTIVITIES TWO & THREE
Activity 2: Still Image
In small groups read through one case
study and ask them to share ideas around
the discussion points. Ask each group to
share their ideas with the rest of the class.
Each group could look at a different case
study.
In pairs ask them to create a still image of a
young carer.
Still images – these are frozen pictures
of a scene or a moment in time. Like
a photograph is being taken of that
one moment. There are no words or
movements.
In groups of 4-6 ask them to create one still
image from the case study.
Next create three still images of the same
case study, showing the story of that young
carer. When linking images together it may
be helpful for a facilitator to give the cue;
“image 1, image 2, image 3”

Activity 3: Role Play
Next the small groups will bring their
images to life.
Create and perform the original scenario
taken from the case studies, highlighting
the problem or challenge. Share some or all
of these with the rest of the group.
Ask the same groups to create a scene
showing how the young carer might be
helped or help themselves. Share some or
all of these scenes with the whole group.
Development – Thought Tracking or Inner
Monologue
At any point the facilitator (or the group)
can freeze the action by saying ‘Pause’ or
‘Freeze’ to ask the characters what they
are thinking or feeling inside. The action
continues when the facilitator says ‘Play’.
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ACTIVITY FOUR
Activity 4: Characters & Hot-seating
Ask the pupils to each create a character
who is a young carer. They can make notes
or just imagine this, but they will need to
remember their character. Ask them to think
about the following:

Set up a ‘Hot Seat’ facing the audience.
The audience take turns to interview the
character being hot-seated. The aim is to
find out more about this character and
how they feel. The facilitator will need to
introduce each character and establish turn
taking of questions and characters.

1.

How old are they?

2.

What is their name?

Hot-seating can be done as a whole group
or in smaller groups.

3.

What do they like doing? Hobbies?

Development

4.

Who do they live with?

5.

Who do they care for?

Break into groups of 4-6. Choose one
character whose story could be developed.
In groups, devise a short scene showing a
day in the life of this young carer.

6.

Are they the sole carer?

7.

What responsibilities do they have?

8.

How does caring affect them?

9.

What do they want to be/do when
they leave school?

Show back to the rest of the group and
discuss.
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INFORMATION

This page is for both professionals and young people
If you want further information about issues relating to Carers of all
ages, but in particular Young Carers and Young Adult Carers, check
out the following websites:

If you live in the City of Salford or care for someone who does, you
can contact Salford Carers Centre: 0161 833 0217
Or ask to speak to the link person from Salford Young Carers for
your school.
Or go to the web site at
salfordyoungcarers.org

The Carers Trust will be able to link you into your local Carers
Service who will be able to offer you more help/support.

Think you may be a young carer but just want to chat with other
young carers?
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TOPIC EVALUATION
Please fill in the following form at the end of the sessions about
Young Carers.

The best bit of the sessions was:

Please try and complete it as honestly as possible.
The information in this form will be used only in a very general way,
you will not be named unless you are requesting support.
Name:
What did you think of the sessions?
Excellent

Ok

Good

Was the toolkit useful?

I now understand the issues for young carers

Yes

Poor
No

Yes

No

Some of the issues that affect them are:

Comments:
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If I was a young carer I would feel:

Which statement is true?
All my family are well
Someone in my family is ill/disabled
Someone in my family is ill/disabled and
I have to help care for them

If I thought a friend was a young carer what would I do?

If you ticked statement 2 or 3 please tick one of the following
statements
I would like to talk to someone on my
own about my situation
I do not want to talk to anyone about
my situation
Any other comments?

I live with the following people;
Mother
Father
Brother(s)		

How many?

Sister(s) 		

How many?

Carer

For further support please click here for information.
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THANK YOU!
The Lowry
The Lowry brings together a wide variety
of performing and visual arts under one
roof. Opening its door to the best in
entertainment and education in the arts, The
Lowry aims to give everyone access to new
areas of creativity and to embrace its broad
community.
The Lowry Learning and Engagement Team
engage over 35,000 people every year,
seeking to engage, inspire and educate
participants through the arts.

Salford Young Carers
Service
Salford Young Carers Service and Young
Adult Carers Service works with young
people aged 24 and under who take on
caring responsibilities for another family
member.

They provide a mixture of services to ensure
that all carers aged 24 and under have an
opportunity to fulfil their full potential and
have the same access to life opportunities
that other young people have.

This resource was created and developed
with the support of a group of young carers
aged 8 – 16. Thank you to Thomas, Kim,
Martyn, Jessica, Grace, Regan, William,
Stephanie, Catherine, Ciaron and Shannon.

Salford Young Carers Service are part of
Gaddum, a well established health and
social care charity based in Manchester.

This initiative was made possible by support
from:

The Partnership

The Health Initiative Fund
The Booth Charities

In 2011 The Lowry ran its first ever
Christmas Appeal to raise funds to work
with Salford Young Carers Service to
deliver a bespoke arts project with young
carers in Salford. The Lowry brought the
arts expertise and Salford Young Carers
provided the knowledge, understanding
and support for the group of young carers.
Since then The Lowry and Salford Young
Carers have worked together every year to
continue using the arts to support and raise
awareness about young carers in Salford
and beyond.
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We would also like to thank The Albion
Academy, Christ The King Primary School,
St Philips Primary School and St Charles
Primary School for supporting this Project.

